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Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, March

"THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE to

Free Germany A Case of Patriotism or Treason?" will be the topic of a lecture tonight by Prof. Kai
Schoenhals at 9 p.m. in Philo HalL The National Committee (some
prominent members show above) was an anti-Naz- is
movement organized in the Soviet Union during World War II. Members included
Walter Ulbrichl (sixth man on the right), present East German
chief
of slate, and Erich Werner (fourth man on the right),
famous Communist poet.

Coe Questions Senate
On Lounge Shutdowns
by Bill Bechlel

My

Weekly

Reeker Series
Begins Friday

stating his legal responsibility for
the school required him to take action whenever he felt a dormitory
was in peril. In this instance,
cigarettes on the floor created a
definite fire hazard. He further
stated his action was not intended
to punish the divisions but to force
them to clean the lounges. The
action was temporary, effective only
until the lounges were cleaned.
CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE
President Caples announced
the members of the Constitution Committee to form a new
government
for Kenyon and
the Coordinate College. Members are: Professor Hettlinger,
chairman. Prof. Warner, Dean
Edwards, Dean Crozier, Karl
Buttan, Hal Griffith, Jean Dunbar, and Sue McGannon.

by Bob Clasier

Kenyon Film Society, in an
effort to raise money for student
Council's disadvantaged scholarship
fund, is presenting a unique film
series. The series is entitled "My
Weekly Reeker," and it . . Leing
shown in the hope that the Xenyon
film audience will have their horizons broadened.
The first in this unusual series
The

"Konga," an American
tells the prophetically
allegorical story of a botany professor who returns from Africa
with a pet chimp named Konga.
He develops a serum and experiments on Konga, who assumes Gorilla proportions. When the scientist's secretary accidentally gives
Konga an overdose, he conveniently
grows to mammoth proportions and
terrifies the entire city of London.
The film stars Michael Gough,
who went on to become renowned
playing the title role in "Lady
Windemere's Fan." Margo Johns
also puts in a convincing performance as the serum, and Claire
portrayal of the conGordon's
tinent of Africa is unforgettable.
With each reeker, an "Underground" short will be shown, usually specialized in one esthetic
area. This week's short, "The
Poontang Trilogy," symbolically
raises many questions about the
Hindenburg Zeppelin disaster, and
Balzac Coccus stars as the concupiscent blimp. This writer was
left with his feelings about the
situation hardened even more.
Future features will be "Billy
The Kid Vs. Dracula," "The Blob,"
and "Little Shop of
"Kronos,"
Horror." The outstanding shorts
include "The Sex Life of the
Polyp," "Mechanics of Love,"
"Date Eti"Jimmy Bugger,"
quette," and many others.
The films will be shown Friday
and Saturday nights at 11 p.m.,
and admission is only 50f!, at Rosse
of films is
film which

Hall.
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The End' Of Obscenity?
'Fanny Hill Attorney
To Visit Next Week
a '

cm1

Campus Senate Wednesday
requested the new Constitution Committee to consider a student bill
of right and responsibilities.
The
action was the result of a complaint
by Richard Coe, President of Alpha
Delta Phi, over the Bean closing
four fraternity lounges last week.
Coe felt that the Dean acted outside the Constitution in arbitrarily
closing the lounges without previously warning the fraternities and
appealing to the Judicial Board. He
asked Senate for an interpetation of
the extent of the Dean's authority.
Dean Edwards defended his action

x vr

by Terry Zimmerman
Mr. Charles Rembar, defense at"...the present distorted, impovtorney in the obscenity trials of
erished, masturbatory concentraLADY
CHATTERLY'S
LOVER,
tions of sex will diminish as the
TROPIC OF CANCER, and FANNY
restraints on expression recede.
HILL will be on campus next week
Pornography, which is in the groin
from Tuesday until Friday. Rembar,
of the beholder, will lose its
the
PACC Distinguished
second
force. ..not by reason of the scope
will deliver a
and vigor of censorship laws, but
public lecture on "Obscenity and
by reason of the constitutional
of Expression"
Freedom
next
put upon them."
restrictions
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
In contrast, Prof. Clor, Director
He will also lead 3 sessions of
of the PACC, has argued that there is
the PACC seminar.
a place and need for moderate and
In his recent book, THE END OF
thoughtful censorship in a liberal
OBSCENITY, Rembar discusses the
democracy. The discussions betrials of all three books including tween Clor, Rembar, and student
his arguments before the U. S. participants should yield
some inSupreme Court which ended the
sight into the tension between maincensorship of FANNY HILL.
taining a public morality and preIn the introduction to the book,
serving individual liberty in a free
Norman Mailer states, "A war has society.
been won. Writers like myself can
now write about any subject; if it
is sexual, and we are explicit, no
matter, the American writer has
his freedom. Rembar has done as
much as anyone to forge that
freedom."
by John Desmond
Rembar's view 'of "redeeming
Student Council criticized the new
social importance" has been adopted
$150 advance deposit as "another
by the Court as an independent
in a long line of faits accomplis
criteria for determining obscenity presented to the student body by
(along with prurient appeal and pathe administration without proper
tent offensiveness).
prior consultation with students."
Besides arguing that there has The motion passed
and Counbeen, in effect, an end to obscenity cil directed Paul Kaufman to disin a legal sense, Rembar also concuss the resolution with President
tends that the liberalization of cenCaples and report back next week.
sorship laws in this country will
Council also voted to allocate "all
amount
result in a decrease
necessary funds" to finance a blues
of obscenity:
festival in late April. Original estimates of cost for the three concerts were $4,000, but shortly after
the meeting, Murray Horwiiz and
Visitor-In-Residen-

-

ce,

MR. CHARLES Rembar, the 2nd
PACC Distinguished

Council Criticizes
$150 Reservation

Jim Park of the Social Committee
reported that the agent had increased
the cost of the festival and that
several of the featured entertainers
(most notably Muddy Waters) would
be unable to come. In light of these
facts, Council President Bob Strong
plans to recommend that festival
plans be reconsidered by Council
next week. After the announcement
of the increase in costs, several
members of Council expressed concern about the blues festival realizing a profit to aid disadvantaged
students.
The Social Committee announced
that competition from the basketball
game reduced attendance at the
Luther Allison concert last weekend
resulting in a $250 loss on the event.
In other business, Council agreed
that the Student Council should not
be held responsible for the disappearance of two college owned
by Marshall Vang
couches in Bushnell and Manning
It seems evident that many memHalls. Members of Council conbers of the Kenyon community are tended that the couches could have
unaware of the existance and funcbeen stolen by persons other than
tions of the Speical Projects Comstudents, that the estimated cost
mittee. Because the S.P. operating of the furniture is too high ($200)
budget is presently $1039.52, the considering the condition of the
Committee would like to take this couches, and finally, that the College
opportunity to explain our purpose would profit more by filing an
and the procedure involved for apinsurance claim.
plying for a grant.
"The Special Projects Committee
shall have as its goals the expansion of cultural and educational programs and greater activity among
student groups. The invitation of
Mr. Herbert Hill, National Labor
worthwhile programs not now deof the NAACP, will deDirector
veloped or not adequately supported
a series of 3 lectures enliver
shall be vigorously pursued by the
titled, "The Black Worker In White
Committee." Over the past several
a visit to Kenyon
years many worthwhile projects America," during
from April 8.
have been granted a harpsichord
In making the announcement, Prof.
kit for the Music Club; the finClor noted that Hill's visit
Harry
ancing of Gilbert and Sullivan operpart of the program of
ettas as well as previous Kenyon is
embodied in the ReFilm Festivals; and transportation
port of the Commission on the
expenses and honorariums for
Disadvantaged. During the lecture
prominent speakers to list a few.
series, Hill will explore systematicIf you Oi or. organization to which ally and in detail the economic
you belong is in a position to qualify and employment situation of black
for a Special Project grant, an workers and the role of unions,
application maybe secured and filled industry, and government with reout in Dean's Office and placed in gard to this problem. His first
the S.P.C. mailbox or given to either lecture will be on the history of
the Chairman, Mr. James Lombard, the black worker in America and
of the Secretary, Marshall Vang. the other two talks will focus on
contemporary problems of the black
You will be notified when your proposal will be considered by the worker.
The lectures and discussions with
Committe in order that you may be
p.m. on
Hill are scheduled for
present to defend and answer questions about it. Please make sure Monday and Wednesday and
that the application is filled out in on Tuesday evening. All the lectures
will be in Philo Hall.
explicit detail.
15-0- -1
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Division Autonomy
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Dormitory Life Report has probably
been the most misunderstood issue at Kenyon all year. In
these two articles. Student Council President Bob Strong and
Prof. William Frame, an active member of the Dorm Life
Committee, examine sectional autonomy and try to explain
its meaning in light of recent Senate discussions.

Hedonism And Hypocrisy
by Bob Strong
The Dormitory Life proposal is in danger. It is in danger
of being lost among the papers that clutter President Caples'
desk, buried in the bureaucracy of Campus Senate procedure,
and forgotten in the rejoicing that a Gambier spring so justly
deserves. It is in danger because the women's hours com-by
it offers has been rejected by idealists and ignored

promise

hedonists.

the proposal it is necessary to make clear two
unpopular arguments that the original report treated subtlely
the first in favor of hypocrisy and the second against hedonism.
Hypocrisy, like Kenyon's inimitable apathy, is misunderstood
and underrated. Personally, I have always been in favor of
apathy, but have never had the energy to say so; and I have
In defending

See HEDONISM, Page

y
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Dormitory Life At Kenyon
by Professor William Frame
The proposal for sectional autonomy in Kenyon dormitories
has met a fate hardly better than death. It has been accepted
Nevertheless,
by many students but often for the wrong reasons.
in escaping burial, it may survive its present
and live to influence the character of dormitory life according
to its intent.
The proposal seeks to improve the character of dormitory
life at Kenyon by strengthening the cohesiveness of residents
in the dormitory divisions, but unfortunately it has been welcomed rather as an administrative adaptation of regulations
to the existing conditions of dorm life.
Two features of the proposal seem to account for its acceptance by students: The liberalization promised in women's
visiting hours, and, what is very nearly the same in some
minds, the elimination of dormitory surveillance by campus
security forces.
It is hardly surprising that the coincidence of student concerns with these two aspects of the proposal eliminated thought-Se- e
DORM LIFE, Page 4
mis-interpret-
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"I have always been in favor of apathy, but have never had the
energy to say so; and I have always approved of hypocrisy, but
will diplomatically deny it."

Dear Chairman Caples :
Memorandum to William G. Caples, Chairman of the Board
From: International Brotherhood of Students,
Gambier Locals 71, 72, and 73
Subject: Advance Reservation Deposit.
Thanks for your letter of the 23rd. We're all very busy
down here in the mill and it's nice to know that you and Vice
President Lord haven't forgotten aout us.
After raising the tuition here at the plant $400.00 last semester, the $150.00 advance deposit comes as somewhat of a
surprise. Some of us don't have the cash on us so we appreciate
the two months' notice.
A few of the boys thinking about changing jobs next fall
have wanted to hold a special meeting of the Grievance Board;
there has been some talk of a wildcat strike. We've told them,
of course, that the management has good reasons for this action
even if your memorandum seemed arbitrary and didn't offer
much in the way of an explanation. Perhaps you didn't realize
that the boys in the plant could read.
We've explained to all the boys that the company doesn't
really need the extra $150,000.00 to tide them over the summer
months. It's obvious that this reform is simply designed to "remove many minor irritations and frictions of the past" by improving scheduling procedures. It sure is wonderful to work for
a company with a heart.
Everyone here in the plant also enjoyed the little $50.00
practical joke you played on the guys who vill quit or be fired at
semesters. It's these little touches which convince us that the
management has a fine sense of humor.

by Jean Dunbar and Nina Mooney
It appears that Miss Siegel

and

Mr. Barone have Problems in Development Miss Siegel because she
has only been here for a month, and
Mr. Barone because he has never
(to our knowledge) been enrolled in
the Coordinate College. Nothing we
can discover in their article "Where
Do We Go From Here?" (see the
last COLLEGIAN) documents their
sweeping generalizations. We are
A'QX couyinceji.
As for contributions who says we
haven't? Have other freshmen contributed so much more? Have other
students contributed so much more?
Women are and have been involved
in the moratorium, the Kentucky
project, the Washington march, student government and committees,

Headstart,

tutoring,

state hospital

the COLLEGIAN,

HIKA,

PERSPECTIVE, REVEILLE, choral
groups, dramatics, GEC, WKCO,
and even draft counselingprograms.
For the third time this year women
are sponsoring a social event for
the whole college community. (Blues
band, THE MOON, March 6) To
paraphrase Siegel and Barone, just
what IS expected of us? Blood?
Women have already given that
to the blood drive.
Moreover, nowhere in the article
are coordinate education, leadership, or all the things about which
WE are supposed to be so confused,
defined by anyone. And who says
we have no influence in forming our
like style? Miss Siegel (the transfer
student)? Mr. Barone (the male
Kenyon student)? Oh. we hope not.
We repudiate the implication that
Dean Crozier has exhibited a "lack
of Administrative guidance." We
deny that this year at Kenyon has
not been "creative and exciting."
We question that the women at Ken- -

attempt to project a
separate, massive, homogeneous,
dilute, general "identity". We laugh
at the idea that there is no one a
woman can trust; no one to whom
she can talk. Can women talk only,
to women? If so, someone should
tell Dr. Sheppard and Mr. Rogan
immediately.
Miss Siegel and Mr. Barone feel
that "movements to combine student government are incompatible
with the coordinate spirit." (Whatever that is.) Student Senate, Coordinate Council, and the administration didn't seem to find the constitution committee's preliminary
report all that inconsistent. Have
Miss Siegel and Mr. Barone read
it?
There are a few further questions.
Why revise the role of the Head
Resident? Next year we will have
a judicial board to do the spanking,
See NOTES, Page 4"
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The Mediocrity Of
Miss Smalley?

more social events, more mixtures
to assure our character being established with ingenuity and unity.
More extracurricular activities is
To the Editor:
a good idea. Let's have a lot of
I find it most distressing that
competitive sports in which we can
with so many qualified people on
assert
ourselves. Let's get cheerthis campus capable of reviewing leaders out on the field to show our
Theater,
of
the
Hill
the efforts
spirit. Let's have teas to get to
you have forced us to endure the"
know the administrative staff and
'
mediocrity of Miss
intellectual
each other. Such natural "girl"
Smalley. She shows little knowledge
things
are so good at establishing
of the theater. I would suggest
lasting friendships and true knowwith"
that in the future someone
ledge of one another.
previous experience in theatrical
And above all, let's please have
reviews of the calibre of John a woman psychologist, an older
Sheehan, for example, be permitted
woman to respect and tell our proto review these plays.
blems to. Friends don't listen, and
Miss
I can well
understand
Sheppard and Chaplain Rogan
Dr.
Smalley' s reluctance to sign her
just aren't the same. We need some
real name to these articles, but one like
a mother.
that is no excuse to abandon the
Thank-yo- u
so much, Miss Siegel,
helpless Kenyon Thespians to so
for listing our problems so conintangible a foe.
cisely. No one ever did this for us
Peter Eldridge '71
before. Perhaps with all this good
advice in mind, we can begin to
be a true Women's College, and
of
a performance
not just
To the Editor:
LYSISTRATA.
.....
T ,.
Julie Miller 73
Caroline Nesbilt '73
There we were, standing in line
with COLLEGIAN in hand, trying
our best to brave the pungent smell
If nothing else, "Problems In Deof the Mystery Meat of the day,
velopment"
has started people
when what did we come across but
talking--an- d
writing. Regrettably,
Oh,
Development".
in
"Problems
though, it appears as though the
joy! This is the article that we've
article has evoked a response more
been waiting for for a long time to
emotional than objective. For exanswer our questions and state our
ample, the authors of the preceding
needs. And who could be more
letter did not acknowledge the fact
qualified to state an objective,
that the article had a
honest, and perceptive opinion, than
nor did they realize the possible
a transfer student with the vast
advantages of a transfer student
experience and knowledge bred of
as an involved yet detached reporter.
four weeks in the
It makes one wonder what some
College?
people really think when they reWe must say that we are in comspond so negatively to an article
plete argreement with MissSiegal's
not negatively intended. "Problems
arguments. We of the
In Development" dealt with the colCollege are having a terrible time
lective
environment
adjusting. No transfer students have
rather than individuals. We quebeen here to kindly set examples
stionedand legitimately so whethand show us the way of all good
er
exists or whether
College Women. Most of the time,
the term was a misnomer.
we don't
even know where our
To support our confidence in posheads are. How perceptive of Miss
sible "true"
we made
Siegal to realize that the quoted
suggestions not the suggestions
sign ("Identity Crisis Within") is,
which have been facetiously referred
in fact, a pitiful plea from one
to. We were not asking for cheerpair of girls for help. There's
leaders on the football field or even
nobody to turn to, nowhere to go.
She's perfectly right. The Coordinate College has no identity of
its own. Why, after six whole months
of coexistence, a hundred and sixty
individuals have not yet managed
by Larry Barr
to form a concrete ideal; a mold
Professor Richard Hettlinger has
for future women to fit. The building of a
image shouldn't written an enjoyable and thought-provokibook, SEXUAL MATURtake any time at all, in a brand new
ITY (Wadsworth
Publishing Co.)
school where women have never
which honestly confronts the probeen before. With such a stretch
blems of human sexuality.,
of virgin territory, it should only
According to Hettlinger, "Sexual
take minutes for us to sit down and
maturity is the capacity to enjoy
hash out our new image. In this
sexual union as an expression of
day and age, we can't afford to let
it grow over a period of years. love for the partner, without needing
But what can we do? We have no to demonstrate one's powerby domleaders to help us. Nobody has come inating the other, and without
forward to organize dances and help doubting one's identity and worth
as a sexual being." Of course, no
get more lenient rules, including the
individual ever fully achieves this
abolition of hours. That any of these
things happened at all, must be a absolute standard, but those who
miracle, with such an absence of come close will enjoy a lasting
sexual fulfillment.
motivation and spirit.
The author states that our modern
Perhaps Miss Siegel would consent
to being the leader we crave so dilemma is caused by an overemphasis on the mechanics of sex
badly. By all means let's have
and a neglect of the spiritual qual- -
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Luther Allison
Concert

the Editor:
Rosse Hall, Friday, February 27,
was to have been the scene of a
Blues Concert performed by Luther
Allison. However, it was nothing
more than a rock concert, or soul,
containing a few blues numbers made
famous by other bluesman. Perhaps
it was a tribute to such men as
B. B.King, Elmore James, andEddie
Bord for Allison to have performed
"Why I Sing the Blues", "Dust My
Broom", and "Five Long Years",
and to have made them sound much
like the originals. But if Blues is
to be one of the more interpretive
areas of music, then Allison ought
to have given us more than mere
duplication. Sadly enough, the only
song that seems to have warranted
more than doing so was "Knock
on Wood". Nevertheless, there were
a few moments during several numbers when Allison did display his
ability to play the blues. And as
rare as the moments were, it would
have been worth sitting through
the remainder of the concert, had
the remainder been devoted exclusively to Allison's enthusiasm for
rock 'n roll. But this enthusiasm
was belied by such gimmicks as
playing his guitar on the microphone,
with his teeth, "socking it to us"
and worst of all, saying "f you"
with the guitar, (a fete made famous
by Albert Collins reserved for
raucus white audiences). I don't
think it would do much good to point
out how well Kenyon deserves such
treatment since our own performance on stage surely rivalled the
worst of Allison's antics. But I
do think that whoever is in charge
of future concerts ought to point
out that the stage is reserved for
the performer. He's the only one
we pay to see.
Charles Katz '70
To

' Sexual Maturity ' Review
"

v

so

a mother for the girls.
"Problems In Development" basically asked, "What is
about the women's college, and tried
to find something." We appologize
for attempting too much.
Sam Barone '72
Paula Siegel '73

Professor Hettlinger 's New Book
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ities that make a sexual relationship an integral part of human life.

According to Hettlinger, "Most of
us suffer from a kind of sexual
schizophrenia a lack of cohesion
and integrity regarding sex which
results from the failure of our
culture to provide a context for
the development of healthy relationships." He believes that dating "...
is often so ritualized that the boy
and girl are continually on guard
to avoid an encounter in depth."
Nothing happens beyond a superficial acquaintance that fails to enable both parties to mature.
One observer, Anthony Storr in
his book HUMAN AGRESSION, says
that "A confident belief in one's
own masculinity or femininity is
a fundamental part of human destiny." However, Hettlinger states
that gender roles are often unrealistic products of society which provoke some people to rebel. Certain
women refuse to succumb to the
housewife syndrome and some men
dare to show sensitivity and an interest in creative arts.
Just as a return to the Puritan
ethic is impossible, attempting to
create a "Polynesian Paradise" of
free love in the United States is
unrealistic for casual physical relationships are not conducive to
developing the strong bonds of
friendship that modern man craves.
Then who should we emulate?
Although

the Swedish

population

is more tolerant about
sex than we are, it must be noted
that they have a high venereal
disease rate and illegitimacy is a
national problem. In an attempt to
See HETTLINGER, Page 4
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Swimmers Go For 17th Straight O AC Title
i

Denison Main Foe

i

by Bill Koller and Pete Cowen
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Saturday the Kenyon swimming
traveled to Denison. The Lords
lost the meet
6,
but were not
too concerned. As people who were
there can tell you, it was an un- usual loss. The meet saw some of
the team's best swimmers swim- ming exhibition or not at all. The
purpose was to find third events
to be swum in the conference this

-

68-3-
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FIVE
swimmers (from left
BUI Wallace, Keith Bell, Bill Koller. Pete
and Bill Howard) and diver Pete Holme will lead the Lords into the OAC Championships this
weekend at Denison. The preliminaries will be held at 1:00 on Friday and Saturday, with the finals at
7:30 on the same days.
pholos fay Barone
THESE
Cowen,

ALL-AMERIC-

In Season

AN

Finale at
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Wooster Outhustles Lords In
Tourney Play; Win By
125-10- 9

by John Ryerson
Unbelievable was the only word
for it as the Wooster Scots vaulted
past the Lords last Friday night
in the Conference Basketball Tourney by a score of 125 to 109. This
ended the Lord season on a sour
note, for the hopes had been so
high befwe the game. The Lords
had defeated Wooster earlier this
season when John Rinka scored 69
points, and that was without the
services of Marty Hunt, who helped
the second semester surge of the
Lords from 8 to
0.
But this
game was to be different.
The game was played at Baldwin-Wallac- e,
in a gym that has not
endeared itself to Kenyon over the
years. The Lcr.'s were a home
ball club all season long, and on
Friday the Lords came out in the
first half very tight in the foreign
gym. Kenyon jumped off to a quick
lead, but this was soon wiped
0
out in the strong Wooster surge.
L'sing the fast break .? devastating adantage, Woostei was the
first team this season to beat Kenyon 's zone press (full and half
2--

12-1-

The Lord offense, although it was
a bit cold (45.3 from the floor)
scored plenty of points, as it had
done all season (98.7 average,
another
OAC record). John
Rinka, playing in his last collegiate
encounter, got 38 points for a season
total of 942 (40.95 a game) and a
career total of 3,251, all Ohio Conference records. Marty Hunt completed a fine half-yewith 26
points. Tim Delaney, a very promising freshman, got 17. Dave DePuy
got 12, but Jim Smith got only
four in a bad night.
After Kenyon's brief 5 point lead,
the Scots came back to grab a

lead, and the contest was a seesaw one up until the 11 minute
mark. At this point, the score was
and it looked like it
tied at
ll
would continue that way. But then
Wooster stole Kenyon's thunder by
utilizing the fast break and
in those
the Lords 39-final eleven minutes to go ahead
out-scor- ed

at the half.
Kenyon fell even farther behind
in the second half, and with 6 12
9.
minutes left they trailed by
By then the fans were in shock.
Then, Kenyon rattled off 11 points
in a row to make the score
63--

46

(

i
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Last Saturday the Kenyon matmen
engaged in their last regular Season meet at home against Wittenberg. Unfortunately they were unable to stem the losing tide which
they had experienced all season,
and fell to the Tigers by a score
of

41-- 5.

The only Lord points came on a
forfeit at 118. Dave Snell normally
wrestles in this weight class, but
got a reprieve as the Tigers turned
up a man short. But after that it
was all downhill.
The Saturday the OAC championships will be held at Muskingum. The
Lords finished 13th last year.

7

'

and both

are

in the top

'

JOHN RINKA makes two of his 38 points against Wooster. The Lord
holds 11 conference records, and finished in third place
Photo by Bechtel
all-tismall college scoring race.
in the
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me

Spring Term P.E. Courses
d.

Golf-Tenn-

Mon.-We- d.

is

Archery-Canoein-

g

Advanced Physical Fitness
Advanced Physical Fitness
Trampoline

Fencig

Mon.-We- d.
Mon.-Tue- s.
Mon.-Tues-Wed.-Th-

urs.

Tues.-Thur- s.
Tues.-Thur- s.

Friday
Friday

progressing all season for the
Lords, could prove to be a plea-19.sant surprise when the diving
suits are announced. Holme at pre-wsent is seeded sixth,
In both relay events, Kenyon is
seeded second. The medley should
be able to capture first, when the
Lords finally decide to load it.
In the freestyle relay the swimmers
will need a supreme effort to cop
first place.
Winning the conference will not
only require an all out effort by
each and every Kenyon swimmer,
but will also depend upon maximum
student support. The Denison swim-fir- st
mers have said that this is their
year, but with the team's pride and
desire and your total support the
magic number will be 17.
0)

re-Dav-

is,

ho

by Jon Tom

Last Saturday

ba

9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

Thinclads Take Second
On Strong Track Events

v.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES
APRIL 1 TO MAY
SPRING QUARTER
Sundays
Skin-ScuDiving
Mon.-WeLifesaving and WSI
(Phase I and Phase II)

1:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1:00 pjn.
7:30 p.m.

Get There Early!
Outstanding times were turned in
by Loomis (2:14.5) and Killpack (2:
in the 200 yd. backstrole.
one of the upcoming freshman
will aid the Lord cause this
year, turned in a career best of
5:37.0 in the 500 yd. freestyle,
Frank, a perennial threat in the
breaststroke, swam a 2:27.4. Thus,
though the meet was not won by
the Lords, many encouraging times
were turnedinby Kenyon swimmers,
Looking forward to the conference
this weekend, the Lords appear to
have top strength and depth in al- most every event. In the sprints
Wallace and Cowen "are seeded"
and second in the 100 yd.

yt

yz

c
Ail-Americ-

breast-individu-

Preliminaries
.Finals
Preliminaries
Finals
Diving Prelims
1650 Freestyle prelims

six in the 200 yd. freestyle, along
with Howard. Kirkpatrick is seeded

OAC
three, Wooster set an all-tirecord for the highest field goal
percentage in one game of 69.2,

5
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Saturday. March

freestyle,

lay-up-

Wrestlers
Flattened In
Finale, 41--

Friday, March

83-10-

5--

r

In the butterfly Bell and D. Koller
the Lords' top men. DuVall
will probably add his strength in
the 100 yd. butterfly. The loss
of National Champion Doug Neff
through illness will be sorely felt
in these events,
With the return of Bill Koller, the
National Champion in both
al
stroke events, and the added strength
of Frank and Cannon, the Lords
are the strongest in this event,
Unlike recent years, the individual
medley may be a strong point for the
Lords. B. Koller and Wallace are
seeded in the top six, with Lucas,
DuVall, Loomis, and Killpack for
added depth.
Holme and Mason, who have been

are

OJV..C. CHAMPIONSHIPS
Gregory Swimming Pool, Denison

22
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courO. Due to the superior rebounding of Tim Baab (18 in all)
and John Evans (13), the Scots got
the ball very quickly down court
s.
for an amazing amount of easy
Fast moving John Creasap,
Mike Grenert, and Tom Dinger were
able to take these long passes and
convert them into easy buckets.
Their shooting percentages (Creasap 14 ofl6,Grenertl0of 15,Dinger
17 of 23) reflect this. Led by these

Despite the unusual approach which
the Lords took in this meet, there
were a surprising number of best
times turned by the swimmers. The
quartet of Lucas, B. Koller, DuVall,
and Kirkpatrick was touched out
by a loaded Denison relay, but had
their best time of the year, 3:49.7.
In the 200 yard, freestyle, Howard
finished second with a 1:53.6. B.
Koller swan a 2:09.7 in the 200 yd.
medley without much
pressure from competition. In the
grueling butterfly event, D. Koller
finished with a season's best of
2:16.2. Perhaps the best example
of the Lords' unusual tactics came
in the 100 yd. freestyle. Wallace,
swimming exhibition, turned in his
career best of 49.5 to beat his
nearest competitor by over a second.

in the top six in the 50 yd. free-tea- m
style. Howard and Schmidt are
seeded in the top six in the 1650
and 500yd. freestyle. Added strength
in the freestyle events will come
from Davis, Bell, Fackler, D.
Koller, and Loomis.
Standouts in the backstroke are
Lucas, Loomis, and DuVall. All
will be seeded in the top six either
in the 100 or 200 yd. events. Kill- pack will aid the Lords in depth
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Sign up at the Fieldhouse with Mrs. Keller.
be required
SPECIAL NOTE: Those interested in Scuba Diving will
on Sunday,
session
class
a
first
attend
to pay an additional fee and
Hall.
Philo
in
p.m.
1970
7:00
8,
at
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the Lord cindermen
produced their best effort of the
season with a second place finish,
Although losing to Oberlin, Kenyon
edged by Muskingum in a triangular
The final score was Oberlin
63 12, Kenyon 54 12, Muskingum
52.
The Lords 'performance was char- acterized by strength in the running
events and lack of depth in the
field. Kenyon outscored both oppon- ents on the track, but with no entries
in the shot put or the broad jump
the Lords relinquished the lead to

Oberlin.
The meet was highlighted by six
Kenyon first places. The Lords
won both the 880 yard relay with
Tom Sweeney, Don Mayer, Sam
Barone, and Pete Galier and the
mile relay with Kevin Horrigan,
Barone, Sweeney, and Ed Hart In- dividually, Horrigan won the 600
yard run with a career best of
0), Hart snapped the tape in
the mile with a season best of
4:35.4, Galier won the 55 yard low
hurdles with a time of 6.8 seconds
1-1-

9

equaling his best, and Art Vedder
was victor in the two mile with
a time of 10:15.2.
Excellent performances were not
limited to first place winners,
ever. Eric Watrous cleared 13 feet
in the pole vault for second place
and a career high. Other Lord
seconds were won by Galier in the
55 yard dash. Hart in the 1000
yard run, and Mayer in the 440.
Sweeney tied for second in the 300
yard dash.
Kerry Pechter in the mile, Galier
in the high jump, Hart in the 880,
and Horrigan in the 1000 scored
thirds. Fourths by Mayer in the
300 and Walt Peters in the 55 yard
high hurdles and the pole vault
completed the Lords' scoring.
Coach Don White characterized the
meet, "Good times, good perfor- mances, the boys extended them- selves." He cited the fine consis- -.
of Hart and Galier.
4jt scoring
This Saturday the Lords travel
to the Great Lakes Invitational Meet
at Denison University,
how-me-

et.
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Dormitory Life At Kenyon
Page

1
Continued from
ful consideration of its overall intent, but it is nonetheless
disappointing. Repeated attempts by the Campus Senate and Student Council to induce careful consideration of the proposal
by students, faculty advisors, and administrators yielded no more
profound interchanges than those instigated by the question:
"How far will the President go?"
The failure to come to grips with the proposal is symptomatic of the problem which it hoped to amelioratethe trend
in the "life-stylin the dormitories toward freedom.
The present situation, influenced by a popular understanding
of "freedom" as the absence of constraint, now reflects a
and from
dual escape from responsibility
from
the obligation to consider the requirements of life in a community. The increasing prevalence of these attitudes may be
contributing as much as uncomfortable facilities to the growing
pressure by serious students to live off campus.
The real problem in the dormitories is not merely that
many there live under the orthdoxy of the "new morality,"
or that conditions in some divisions resemble a "jungle."
The separation between the purpose of liberal education
and the style and character of the private lives of those being
liberally educated is this disorder. Briefly, the classroom and
the dormitory are regarded as separate and unrelated worlds.
It is at first curious that as this circumstance has developed,
so has the verbal commitment to "community." This anomaly
is easily clarified when "community" is understood to mean
Woodstock. It is therefore ironic that the decline of community
on college campuses across the nation has correlated with an
escalating commitment to "community."
It is common for colleges today to avoid the problem by
abdicating all responsibility, thereby permitting their students
to live as they desire.
Confronting and dealing with the problem requires a choice
between at least two alternatives. The college may increase
surveillance in the dormitories and stiffen the punishments
behavior. This would affect
al
for irresponsible and
the behavior but the underlying disorder would remain and probably worsen.
It may, and hopefully will, implement the proposal for sectional
autonomy which simultaneously transfers liberty and responsibility to the divisions in the hope that the attention to the quality
of life required in the making and enforcement of rules will
rectify the connection between collegiate and private life.
Even though the proposal has been accepted for reasons
that reflect the existence of a condition that the structure of
sectional autonomy hopes to change, the structure, once established, may affect the situation more profoundly than many
expect.
The responsibility of making and enforcing divisional rules
may bring to the fore men of sound judgement where they do
not now hold official positions. The first sense of victory
over that straw-ma- n
in loco parentis may give way to the
conviction that the absence of administrative constraint requires the substitution of
No one expects that any method of handling the problem
can completely eliminate all unruly and inconsiderate men
from the dormitories. Hence, the new structure will be connected with the judicial structure of the college. What can
be expected is that the attention required by sectional autonomy
to the character of dormitory life will result in the improvement of the quality of collegiate life at Kenyon.
e"

self-restra-

int

anti-soci-

self-restrai- nt.

Hedonism And Hypocrisy

Continued from Page 1
always approved of hypocrisy, but will diplomatically deny it.
What is often called hypocrisy in college regulations is
actually an intelligent reaction to complicated problems. The
college, for example, has relatively unenforced rules regarding
alcoholic beverages. But the rules are not simply empty words.
They set a standard, they state a policy, and they make it possible for behavior scandalous to the college or dangerous to
the individual to be punished. The hypocrisy works well.
Students discussing women's hours make the mistaken assumption that if you make a law, it must be enforced to the
letter. The most important reform of Sectional Autonomy is
that enforcement powers are given to students, providing an
opportunity for constructive hypocrisy. If women's hours, like
alcohol controls, are necessary to preserve the college's reputation in the eyes of donors and parents and to preserve an
atmosphere conducive to academic work, then it is these
principles that should dictate enforcement and not the random
patrols of security officers and the absolutes of a clockface.
Sectional autonomy, if it is accepted, if it is understood, provides this opportunity.
Sectional Autonomy not only provides the opportunity to take
part in that hypocrisy formerly limited to administrators, it
also allows for valuable introspection about how men ought to
live with women. The underlying argument given by far too many
students for "women's hours" abolition is a crude male
hedonism a belief that interferring with the pursuit of sexual
pleasure is not only no business of the college, but no business
of anyone.
The phrase "women's hours" is perhaps the greatest misnomer in the notoriously inaccurate vernacular of studentgovern-men- t.
Kenyon men still suffer from the view of 'women' erected
in the era of Dance Weekend sex. Though the Coordinate College
has shocked many Kenyon men into the realization that some
women have minds, there are still those who look at every
women through Western-mix- er
eyes and who remember former
Februaries when Hannah More's portrait in Great Hall began
to look good.
The Dorm Life Report hardly mentions "women's hours".
During the discussion of the report, Kenyon students have
hardly mentioned anything else. If Sectional Autonomy fails,
it will be because of a simplistic and selfish view that denies
the complexities of women's hours regulations and asserts
a view of women as merely the creature for male sexual
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Continued from Page 2
so why have a substitute mother?
Do we REALLY need an older woman to talk to? Miss Siegel and Mr.
Barone obviously believe in the
generation gap, but in reverse; young
women, of course, have nothing to
commend them. We resent the implication that our Head Resident is
not "mature and respected". We
maintain that she is understanding,
aimiable, and accessible.
As a matter of fact, we resent
everything implied, generalized,
misrepresented, and adulterated in
"Where Do We Go From Here?".

Hettlinger

Continued from Page 2
alleviate these difficulties, comprehensive sex education is taught in
schools throughout the country. Our
methods
primitive or
of sexual instruction frequently fail
to give responsible couples the information that they desperately
need. Furthermore until all methods
of birth control, including abortion,
are available to the populace of
this country it seems we will remain enmeshed in the "sexual
non-exist-

wilderness"
ourselves.

ant

in which we now find

Hettlinger states that under certain rare conditions sexual intercourse is advisable outside marriage. However, he stresses the use
of mush discretion. Realizing the
usual immoderacy of youth, Hett-lin- g
admits that mistakes are unavoidable. However, he hopes that
those who make mistakes will gain
maturity from them. Thus, it seems
that we must seek our own realistic standards that will enable us
to funciton effectively in an
society.
ever-changi- ng

5, 1970

flm .?ei Bftt,
by Herb Hennings
Vermont has no law prohibiting
the growing of marijuana, so John
J. Wright of South Burlington billed
the state for $320,000 after troopers
harvested grass on his farm. Five
officers spent an entire day and
hauled away the grass by the truck-loa- d,
but Wright billed them for two
tons of the stuff charging them only
$5 an ounce.
Trustees at Iowa Wesleyan College
complained about the "obscenity" of
student-writte- n
a
play
about
military-totalitaria- n
concepts in
modern society, so the administration took quick action and abolished
the drama department.
The police have tried to ban
Frisbees in Berkely as "dangerous
and lethal weapons." It seems that
Frisbees are so popular on the
campus of the University of California that the police are afraid
that somebody will get hurt possibly themselves if the students riot.
The National Police Patrolmen's
Association is installing Fuzzy, a
pig, as its official mascot, reports
the "Old Mole," a underground
paper.. "We believe pigs are beautiful," a cop explained. "We'drather
associate with Fuzzy the pig than
with some of the degenerates who
refer to policemen as pigs." Noone
asked Fuzzy how he felt about having
to associate with fuzz.
Student leaders atSouthern Illinois
University called a noon rally last
week and a total student strike to
follow. The issue was coeducational

visiting hours. The strike was called
after eight student leaders were suspended during a protest This happened after more than a thousand
studeni.s invaded a women's dormitory. The strike happened after trustees vetoed a bill that would allow
visiting privileges
students
d
until 11 p.m. week nights and 1a.m.
on weekends.
Naked students flocked to the
swimming pool of the University of
Chicago for a "very groovy "experience. For two hours, 40 men and
20 women frolicked together in the
pool without the inhibiting factor of
bathing clothes. This was sponsored
by the Students for
Action and even an assistant dean
was spied in the area.
co-e-
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OWL CREEK
BOOK SHOP
BOOKS

USED

-S-

OLD

-T-

RADED

--

BOUGHT
FOUND

OPEN:
P.M.
Mon.
Tues., Wed.
6-- 9

P.M.
P.M.
Sat. 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
1-

Fri.

1-

-5

-9

9 N. Main, Mt. Vernon

Welcome To
PERKINS PANCAKE HOUSE
ALSO FEATURING
Shrimp
Chicken
Fish
and Steak Dinners
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HOURS
6:30 a.m.
7

9:00 p.m.
Days A Week

620 SOUTH MAIN

Phone

397-55-
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Carry Out Service

STALLED?

Junior Year
in New York
Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
Junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
New York University also sponsors:
Junior Year in France (Paris)
Junior Year in Spain (Madrid)
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y. 10003

GET Oil THE

niGIIT TRACK
AT YOUR

CLIFF'S NOTES
DEALER!
He's your best friend
when you need help
understanding
literature
Over 175 Titles Alwijrs
Available. See Dealer
or Use Coupon

Only $1 each

Available At
KENYON

BOOKSHOP

Gambier
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